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? 

How do we create ecologically functional, 
resilient landscapes? (not just nice projects) 



1. Provide a framework that helps individual 
projects add up to a larger functional 
landscape (pieces of the puzzle) 
 

2. Provide guidance for what kinds of 
projects make sense where (avoid one-size-
fits-all) 
 

3. Reduce conflicts and mistakes (shared 
understanding of priorities and current science) 
 

4. Make better use of long-term 
physical/climatic trajectories (work with 
processes, not against them) 
 

5. Meet landscape-scale species needs 
(connectivity, migration for multiple species) 
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Robin: Given the demonstrated importance of landscape-scale restoration, we hope to explore what that looks like and why it’s important with this project. We hope to meet practical needs for restoration design and implementation with principles and metrics that are clearly linked to ecological functions. We also will devote significant effort toward developing engaging visuals that convey this information for a broad audience, with the goal of contributing to a more positive vision of the future Delta.While this is an Ecosystem Restoration Program funded project, it’s not that any part of this project produces an expressed document or plan that will be adopted by the ERP or any other plan or policy in the Delta. While we hope aspects of it will be used by all of these plans, we hope to engage planners and managers to hear their questions and needs. We do have specific links to the ERP planning along the way. More broadly, we want to provide foundational information that can be used by many. We’re doing something innovative, and hopefully doing it in a way that can address some of the key technical questions and uncertainties that haven’t been effectively addressed in planning efforts thus far. We expressly want to create something new and exciting that’s largely outside of the political wrangling going on. In some ways, as some have put it, we hope to support a blueprint that will be there for people to use when the going gets rough. We know there is no recreating the past and that we’re dealing with novel ecosystems in a way – but, we believe this work will develop information needed for creating functional units in the future (e.g., where are environmental gradients the expected future Delta). We hope to help build something that will be at the back of people’s minds and stay the course to build a better vision.Letitia:You are a big part of what will make this project work	best available science	apolitical	innovative thinking  -- think big with usBusy – chance to make a difference in an incredibly important part of California Know we can’t restore the historical delta	but we do want to maintain the ecological functions that support people and wildlife	to this end, need to know how the system “wants” to work, need to know conditions species were adapted toThank you



• Funded by Ecosystem 
Restoration Program (CDFG, 
NOAA, US FWS) 

• Final Report/GIS Available: 
www.sfei.org/DeltaHEStudy 

• Collaboration with KQED QUEST 
and Stanford’s Bill Lane Center 
for the American West: 
science.kqed.org/quest/delta-
map/ 

 

Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 
Historical Ecology Investigation: 
Exploring Pattern and Process 

http://www.sfei.org/DeltaHEStudy
http://science.kqed.org/quest/delta-map/
http://science.kqed.org/quest/delta-map/


1. Define target ecological functions 
 

2. Identify associated system attributes 
(spatial metrics) 
 

3. Quantify landscape change metrics 
 

4. Describe subregional potential (physical 
drivers, opportunities) 
 

5. Create conceptual Operational 
Landscape Units (e.g. “archetypes”) 
 

6. Produce restoration guidelines and 
potential performance metrics 
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Ecological Functions list (Task 3) 

Habitat and 
connectivity 
for pelagic fish 

Habitat and 
connectivity 
for resident 
mammals 

Habitat and 
connectivity 
for native plants 

Maintain 
genetic/pheno
typic diversity 

Nutrient movement 
and recycling 

Habitat and 
connectivity 
for demersal fish 

Habitat and 
connectivity 
for marsh birds 

Habitat and 
connectivity 
for anadromous fish 

Maintain 
connectivity 
for fragmented 
populations 

Gross food supply 

Habitat and 
connectivity 
for littoral fish 

Habitat and 
connectivity 
for riparian  birds 

Habitat and 
connectivity 
for migratory 
waterfowl 

Maintain diverse 
native 
communities 

Net food supply 
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List of functions that come from that spreadsheet



Landscape Metrics list (Task 3) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, to flip it---Here we see all the metrics , and listed along side them are the icons showing what functions are associated with the metric



There has been a 73-fold reversal in the ratio between marsh and 
open water in the Delta, affecting the character and quality of aquatic 
habitats. 



historical 

modern 

modern 
support for native fish 

open water 

historical modern 

16,300 ha 26,600 ha 

+ 63% 



historical 

modern 

modern 
support for native fish 

open water 

marsh 

historical modern 

16,300 ha 26,600 ha 

193,200 ha 4,300 ha 

100 : 1,182 100 : 16 

74x decrease in marsh to open water ratio 

- 98% 
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Historically: 11.82 units of marsh for every 1 unit of waterNow: 0.16 units marsh for every 1 unit of water



historical 

modern 

modern 
support for native fish 

open water 

marsh 

historical modern 

16,300 ha 26,600 ha 

193,200 ha 4,300 ha 

100 : 1,182 100 : 16 

“channels  
in 

marsh” 

“marsh 
in 

channels” 

74x decrease in marsh to open water ratio 
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“marsh 
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There is twice as much shallow-water habitat (<2m) in the Delta today 
as there was historically. 

Historical DEM co-developed with UCDavis CWS (Fleenor, Whipple, Bell, et al.) 



Complex dendritic channel networks likely provided high productivity 
habitat for fish. 



Most of the temporarily flooded habitat available to fish in the Delta 
has been lost. 



historical modern 
support for native fish 

         PONDS, LAKES, CHANNELS, 
FLOODED ISLANDS 
Mostly perennial open water features 
• variable depth 
 



historical modern 
support for native fish 

         PONDS, LAKES, CHANNELS, 
FLOODED ISLANDS 
Mostly perennial open water features 
• variable depth 
 
         TIDAL INUNDATION 
Diurnal overflow of tidal sloughs into 
marshes 
• high recurrence (2x daily to monthly) 
• low duration (< 6 hrs per event) 
• low depth (“wetted”  up to .5 m)  



historical modern 
support for native fish 

         PONDS, LAKES, CHANNELS, 
FLOODED ISLANDS 
Mostly perennial open water features 
• variable depth 
 
         TIDAL INUNDATION 
Diurnal overflow of tidal sloughs into 
marshes 
• high recurrence (2x daily to monthly) 
• low duration (< 6 hrs per event) 
• low depth (“wetted”  up to .5 m)  

 

         SEASONAL LONG DURATION 
FLOODING 
Prolonged inundation from river 
overflow into flood basins 
• low recurrence (~1 event per year) 
• high duration (persists up to 6 month) 
• generally deeper than ‘seasonal short-

term flooding’ 
 

         SEASONAL SHORT-TERM 
FLOODING 
Short-term fluvial inundation 
• can be multiple events per year 
• low duration (days-weeks per event) 
• generally shallower than ‘seasonal long 

duration flooding’ 



historical modern 
support for native fish 

Juvenile salmon reared in ephemeral 
floodplain habitats of the Cosumnes River 

have been found to grow significantly larger 
than juvenile salmon reared only within the 

Cosumnes River (Jeffres et al. 2008). 

photos by Jeff Opperman, 2006 

            PONDS, LAKES, CHANNELS,            
              FLOODED ISLANDS 

             TIDAL INUNDATION 

             SEASONAL LONG DURATION 
             FLOODING 

             SEASONAL SHORT-TERM  
             FLOODING 



Native fish are adapted to a complex, variable landscape with 
extensive aquatic resources throughout the year. 



There are a number of additional elements to a complete Delta 
ecosystem. 



historical 

modern 

modern 
support for riparian wildlife 

riparian forest width (transects) 
> 100 m wide 
> 500 m wide 

riparian forest < 100 m wide not shown 

not shown 
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Riparian habitat width 

“unsuitable”  “marginal” & “suitable” ~ “optimal” 

Majority of riparian habitat today is of 
“unsuitable” width to support yellow billed 

cuckoos (Laymon & Halterman 1989). Length of 
forest of “optimal” width has decreased by 91%  
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Historical
Modern

historical 

modern 

modern 

Patch size class (ha) 

<= 10 ha 
10 - 100 
100 – 1,000 
1,000 – 10,000 
> 10,000 

marsh patch size class (hectares) 

support for marsh wildlife    

Marsh in patches large enough to fully support rails 
(based on Liu et al. 2012, Spautz & Nur 2002): 

Historical:   192,000 ha 
Modern:          1,000 ha 
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So with that- we’ve started to address landscape scale restoration from the lense of historical ecology



CDFW: Daniel Burmester, Carl Wilcox, Dave Zezulak 
 
DSP: Peter Goodwin, Chris Enright, Anke Mueller-Solger, Cliff Dahm 
 
Cache Slough Team: Bruce Orr, Noah Hume (Stillwater); Stuart Siegel (ESA) 
Lower Yolo Team: Curt Schmutte, Val Connor 
TNC MWT: Leo Winternitz, Rodd Kelsey 
 
 
The LIT 
CDFW, ERP, DWR, SFCWA , TNC for funding 
 
http:/ /sfei.li/deltametrics 

THANKS 

https://www.dfg.ca.gov/
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